**CO₂ Chamber**  
for mice and rats

**Simple, Quick & Easy to Use!**

The Cleanest CO₂ Induction Chamber on the Market!

**Delivery Tube Within Chamber**
- Fills chamber from bottom, decrease induction time, “more humane”.

**Quick Connect w/valve**
- Closes when disconnected, keeps CO₂ in tube and chamber.

**7' Tube**
- Easily connects to CO₂ source.

**Cat #: COIC CO₂ Chamber**
Includes: See thru acrylic lid with door & quick connect w/ valve, 7’ tubing, 50 disposable insert bags.

**Cat #: COBL Disposable Bag Liner (50 bags/pk)**
Use w/ CO₂ Chamber.
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In Low Tail Injection Platform  
Cat #: IL300

- Quick Restraint
- Low Stress
- Easy to Clean

In Low Tail Cutting Platform  
Cat #: IL200

- Quick Restraint
- Tube Holder
- Ruler for Accurate Snips
- Easy to Clean